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Welcome to this latest edition (July 2021) of the Silverstone Technology Cluster Newsletter, sent via one of
our key founding members, Silverstone Park.
Six months into 2021, and it is evident from the regular dialogue with business members that this is proving to be an
extraordinary year.
From concerns about the future 12 months ago (contracts, projects, supply chain, jobs), we now seem to be
experiencing the most remarkable economic recovery.
Whenever I speak to members there is a fantastic buzz, with many of them recruiting and expanding – testament to
their ‘can-do’ attitude during the crisis (much of it perhaps borne out of or influenced by motorsport thinking as
highlighted in the original STC report).
With all of the exciting new activity they are stirring up, the STC is busier than ever – adding value for members
where we can, whether through collaborations, supporting their growth aspirations via our Be the Business and
Kickstart programmes, or helping generate fresh leads and opportunities in sectors such as Defence & Security.
On top of this is all the work we are doing to forge strong links across the Oxford to Cambridge Arc (please see the
‘business Super Cluster’ article below).
Looking ahead, we have more interesting projects that are scheduled to be launched at our Annual Conference on 5
October – a date I very much hope you can support. As ever, amongst the Conference’s key aims will be growth and
new opportunities. Please keep checking our website for more details…
As the UK economy looks to recover, I can think of no other industry cluster/membership that is busier or more active
in contributing to the government’s ‘build back better’ mantra.
As always, we are here to help, so do please get in touch if you wish to learn more about what we do and how you
can benefit.
Pim van Baarsen
Chief Executive Officer
Silverstone Technology Cluster
pim@silverstonetechnologycluster.com

PROFILE, GROWTH AGENDA, NETWORKING & THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Powerful business 'Super Cluster' assembles in Oxford to Cambridge Arc to help bring new
opportunities to region
Nine high profile business clusters – including the Silverstone Technology Cluster (STC) – have agreed to work
together, as a ‘Super Cluster’, across the Oxford to Cambridge Arc, to explore ways to connect the high-tech
businesses and unlock the ‘latent potential’ between the networks.
Combined, the super cluster – also comprising Cambridge Cleantech, Cambridge Network, Cambridge Wireless,
Colworth Park, MKAI, One Nucleus, Oxford Innovation and Oxfordshire GreenTech – will give the region’s high-tech
business community a crucial voice in the government’s plans for the Arc growth corridor. Read more...

Businesses quickly feeling benefits

Apprentice roles begin thanks to

of BtB growth programmes

STC's successful Kickstart bid

Businesses have given a positive reaction to the year-

The first businesses to recruit apprentices through the

long Be the Business (BtB) growth programmes they
have embarked on through the government-backed
network’s partnership with the Silverstone Technology

STC's successful Kickstart Scheme application have
spoken highly of the quality of their new trainees and the
network's help in ensuring a smooth process. Read

Cluster. Read more...

more...

Blog: Roz Bird – how we turned the

STC joins calls for Elon Musk to

STC from a hunch into reality

consider Northants as UK base

On the fifth anniversary of SQW's report into the
Silverstone Technology Cluster, Chair Roz Bird recalls

The Silverstone Technology Cluster has joined
Northamptonshire MPs Andrea Leadsom and Andrew

how it came about, the careful planning that went into
making it happen, the STC's achievements since and
plans for the future. Read more...

Lewer in calling on multi-billionaire tech mogul Elon
Musk to consider the county as a location for a possible

'Factories of the Future' event engages
SMEs with latest I4R tech solutions

UK base. Read more...

Game-changing tech at Design, Simulation
& Metrology special interest group event

STC members Charpak and Total Control Pro joined the
likes of online and engineering giants Amazon and

A "fascinating" event that touched on future
technologies and innovations in space exploration, the

Renishaw as guest speakers during the Digital &

'hydrogen economy', 3D printing, robotics and

Advanced Manufacturing special interest group's look at
future factory technologies and designs. Read more...

sustainability, included STC members Wirth, WAAM3D,
the Open University and Hexagon as guest
speakers. Read more...

Another rise for STC
membership in Q2

Latest innovations & valuable advice for
Wearable Technology SIG audience

The Silverstone Technology Cluster’s membership
continues to stand firm and, in Q2, actually increased
slightly again, in spite of the on-going pandemic

STC member Dolleymores provided expert advice on
patenting, IP protection and tax benefits at this special
interest group event at which exciting innovations such

situation. More than a fifth (21%) of its tech members
are in software/data management. Read more...

as linking up earpieces to cloud-based analytics were
also presented. Read more...

PROMOTION, MEMBERSHIP & SUCCESS

STC confirms 5 October date for 2021 Annual Conference
The Silverstone Technology Cluster (STC) has confirmed its 2021 Annual Conference will take place on Tuesday 5
October at Horwood House near Milton Keynes.
The event will be supported by founding member MEPC Silverstone Park and Board member Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence. Read more...

Apprenticeship webinar goes full

Significant growth for Mackart Additive &

circle for MK College & WAAM3D

Silverstone Composites thanks to STC collaboration

Members Milton Keynes College and WAAM3D have
successfully collaborated to recruit a junior software

The two businesses, which specialise in additive and
composites manufacturing, have reported growth of

development apprentice as a direct result of an STC
webinar. The two will work together on more recruitment
moving forward. Read more...

80% and 30% respectively in the past 24-36 months
thanks to collaborating with one another after meeting
through the network. Read more...

Innovation at heart of newest
STC members Inspiralia & Tecadec

Cristiana Pace named as one of
'Top 50 Women In Engineering'

Inspiralia, a leading global name in attracting funding for
innovative high-risk projects, and new start-up Tecadec,

STC ambassador Cristiana Pace has been recognised
as one of the Women’s Engineering Society’s (WES)

which has launched a novel portable workstation
design, are amongst the latest businesses to join the

‘Top 50 Women In Engineering’ for 2021, in recognition
of her work with Girls On Track which inspires girls into

STC’s membership. Read more...

engineering. Read more...

STC members part of AI in Residence

STC introductions help DaniHar

pilot project at Silverstone Park

accelerate its business growth

Delta Cosworth, KWSP/Digital Manufacturing Centre

Andy Long says his business, an electronics and

and TotalSim/Silverstone Sports Engineering Hub are
amongst six businesses gaining insight into how
cognitive technologies could help create new

software design house, would not have attracted larger
projects so naturally without the networking power of the
STC. "For example, I would never have thought of

opportunities in the future during the 12-month project.
Read more...

working on a project with Jaguar Land Rover," he said.
Read more...

Barriers addressed at
Future Mobility event

International audience hears STC's
technology transfer case studies

Supported by MPA Group, chaired by Tomorrow’s
Journey’s Chris Kirby (both STC members) and joined
by fellow industry experts, this specialist interest group
event used latest evidence to examine consumer
resistance to electric vehicle adoption. Read more...

The Silverstone Technology Cluster has been used as a
positive example of transfer technology by high-profile
international motorsport/tech event Motorsport Next –
organised, in part, by Italy's Ministry of Foreign Affairs &
International Cooperation. Read more...
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